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 The sole remaining Defendant herein, Marco Lacchini (“Lacchini”), respectfully submits 

this Memorandum of Law in support of his motion, pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

12(b)(2) & (6), to dismiss the Complaint.  Lacchini reserves all rights and defenses, including 

with respect to service, personal jurisdiction, and venue, under all applicable law. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 AmTrust Financial Services, Inc.’s (“AmTrust”) Complaint is plainly infirm and full of 

far-fetched allegations.  Indeed, AmTrust has discontinued this action with prejudice against 

Antonio Somma (“Somma”), the main protagonist of the story AmTrust attempts to weave.  ECF 

No. 9.  As against Lacchini, AmTrust asks the Court to exercise personal jurisdiction on a civil 

RICO claim over an Italian citizen, resident and arbitrator, a member of the legal bar there who 

has never been to New York, for a purported scheme that AmTrust alleges was hatched and 

conducted between Italian citizens in Italy.  The only connection Lacchini is alleged to have with 

New York is that, in an arbitration matter in Italy where he is the presiding arbitrator, certain 

procedural arbitration orders were sent by email from Italy to AmTrust in New York. 

 Lacchini is not alleged to have: (1) resided in New York or anywhere else in the U.S.; (2) 

owned real property in the U.S.; (3) made any sale or otherwise conducted any business in the 

U.S.; (4) maintained an office in the U.S.; (5) employed anyone in the U.S.; (6) received income 

from services rendered in the U.S. or concerning any U.S. action or proceeding; (7) solicited 

business in the U.S.; (8) maintained a mailing address in the U.S.; (9) maintained a bank or 

investment account in the U.S.; (10) traveled to the U.S.;  (11) met with AmTrust or anyone else 

in the U.S.; or (12) availed himself of U.S. law by initiating or participating in any legal action in 

the U.S.  To assert personal jurisdiction in such circumstances exceeds New York law and 

violates fundamental notions of due process. 
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 Presumably, AmTrust will attempt to assert that Lacchini committed a tort in Italy that 

injured it here in New York.  There was no such tort.  Even assuming a tort was committed, 

however, the Court lacks jurisdiction over Lacchini, and AmTrust’s recourse is in the Italian 

courts.  Moreover, under settled New York law, AmTrust’s alleged economic damage, even if it 

was sustained in New York, would be insufficient to confer jurisdiction.  Under New York’s 

situs of the injury test, any injury would have occurred in Italy—where the tort was supposedly 

committed—not here in New York. 

 Exercising jurisdiction over Lacchini here would be inconsistent with the touchstone of 

personal jurisdiction—the requirement that Lacchini have availed himself of the privileges and 

benefits of New York in some way such that he might have reasonably anticipated being haled 

into Court here.  No such availment exists.  To the contrary, Lacchini, an Italian lawyer, acted as 

an arbitrator in Italy and availed himself of nothing in New York or anywhere in the United 

States.  It is hard to imagine a scenario where such a party could be sued in the United States. 

 By contrast, AmTrust did purposefully direct its activities at Italy: it contracted to provide 

reinsurance there (Compl. ¶ 2), operated through a foreign subsidiary there (Compl. ¶ 14), 

entered into agreements providing for mandatory arbitration under Italian law there (Compl. ¶ 

55), participated in an arbitration there (Compl. ¶¶ 56, 67), and has availed itself of multiple 

Italian courts in seeking arbitration-related relief there (Compl. ¶¶ 49, 51).  Indeed, by its own 

allegations, AmTrust shows that Italy is an appropriate forum in which it can obtain relief 

because relief has already been obtained from the Italian courts.  See Compl. ¶¶ 49, 51.   

 Even were the exercise of jurisdiction permissible here, and it is not, this matter would 

still be ripe for dismissal on the basis of forum non conveniens.  Because all of the events 
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allegedly at issue occurred in Italy, and all key witnesses and evidence are located there, this 

Court should reject AmTrust’s invitation to impermissibly exceed the Court’s jurisdiction.    

 What little is left of this action after the voluntary dismissal of Somma is a civil RICO 

claim against Lacchini.  The defects of that claim are numerous and fatal.  As an initial matter, 

RICO has no extraterritorial application on the predicate offenses AmTrust alleges.  Further, 

there are no predicate acts adequately alleged against Lacchini.  And even if such predicate acts 

were adequately alleged, they would have been Italian law violations—not violations of U.S. or 

New York law.  Incredibly, to sustain its far-fetched claims, AmTrust alleges that a duly 

appointed arbitration is a criminal “enterprise” under RICO.  Even were the Court inclined to  

find such an allegation plausible, the conduct alleged is so limited in duration and scope as to 

preclude a RICO claim under well-established law. 

 Indeed, the Complaint is so weak as against Lacchini that it smacks of retaliation against 

an arbitrator with whom AmTrust has disagreed, and an improper attempt to force him to incur 

legal fees.  This inference is strengthened by the fact that AmTrust’s U.K. subsidiary filed a 

similar suit in England and then failed to oppose dismissal for lack of jurisdiction.  The 

Complaint fails to allege any basis to assert jurisdiction over Lacchini and any claim on which 

relief may be granted.  Accordingly, it must be dismissed. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Lacchini vehemently denies all accusations of wrongdoing alleged against him in the 

Complaint.  On this pleading motion, Lacchini highlights the absence of any jurisdictional 

contacts and the pleading infirmities of AmTrust’s Complaint.   

 AmTrust’s claims in this case all allegedly arise out of two arbitrations in Milan, Italy.  

Compl. ¶¶ 1, 3.  Lacchini is an Italian citizen who resides in Italy and has his only offices in 
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Italy.  Compl. ¶ 10; see also Declaration of Marco Lacchini, dated August 9, 2016 (“Lacchini 

Decl.”) ¶¶ 4, 5.  Lacchini received copies of the summons and complaint in this action in Italy.  

Lacchini Decl. ¶ 3.  Lacchini was the chairman of the arbitrations at issue, which are currently 

suspended.  Compl. ¶¶ 3, 6.  Somma, a previous co-defendant in this case, is also an Italian 

citizen and resident.1  Compl. ¶ 10.  AmTrust is a Delaware corporation with its principal place 

of business in New York, New York.  Compl. ¶ 8. 

 The arbitrations at issue arose out of a commercial arrangement whereby AmTrust agreed 

to underwrite medical malpractice insurance in the Italian market.  Compl. ¶ 2.  AmTrust 

underwrote insurance in Italy “through ATEL, its London-based subsidiary.”  Compl. ¶ 14.  

Plaintiff alleges that “[a]fter enlisting AmTrust to enter a commercial arrangement to produce 

and underwrite medical malpractice insurance business in the Italian market . . . Defendant 

Somma betrayed AmTrust by embarking on the process to start a competing business and 

stealing AmTrust’s confidential and proprietary information.  Subsequently, Somma resorted to 

theft and sought to steal more than €90,000,000.00 of insurance premiums and premium tax from 

AmTrust.”  Compl. ¶ 2.  Lacchini is not alleged to have had any involvement whatsoever with 

that supposed underlying “theft.”  See Compl.   

 AmTrust also does not allege that Lacchini had any involvement in the underlying 

dispute between it, its U.K. subsidiary (ATEL), and Somma and his affiliated companies.  See 

Compl.  Indeed, Lacchini is not even mentioned in the more than five pages of the Complaint 

setting out the alleged wrongdoing that supposedly gave rise to Italian arbitrations.  See Compl. 

¶¶ 13-53. 

                                                 
1  AmTrust voluntarily dismissed all claims against Somma with prejudice on July 18, 

2016.  ECF No. 9. 
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 Somma initiated the Italian arbitrations against AmTrust and ATEL.  Compl. ¶ 56.  

Somma and AmTrust/ATEL each appointed an Italian “party-appointed” arbitrator for each 

arbitration, per the terms of their agreements.  Compl. ¶¶ 55-59.  When the party-appointed 

arbitrators were unable to agree on the appointment of a third arbitrator, the President of the 

Court of Milan selected a third arbitrator for each arbitration, also per the terms of the 

agreements.  Compl. ¶¶ 58-59, 55.  Lacchini was appointed as the chairman of both arbitration 

panels by the President of the Court of Milan.  Compl. ¶¶ 60-61.  AmTrust does not allege any 

affirmative acts by Lacchini leading to his appointment in the arbitrations.  See Compl. 

 AmTrust alleges that around the time of his appointment to the arbitrations in February 

and March 2015, “Somma agreed to pay Lacchini, and Lacchini had agreed to receive from 

Somma, a bribe to ensure a favorable outcome” for Somma in the arbitrations.  Compl. ¶¶ 60-62.  

AmTrust alleges on information and belief that “Somma arranged for Lacchini to procure” 

orders in the arbitrations directing the appointment of experts to evaluate potential damages.  

Compl. ¶¶ 69, 67.  AmTrust does not allege when or how Somma arranged for Lacchini “to 

procure” these orders from the three-member arbitral panels, one member of which was 

appointed by AmTrust and/or ATEL.  See Compl. 

 The Complaint is woefully short on specifics concerning the supposed wrongdoing by 

Lacchini but all involve conduct in Italy and there is no allegation that Lacchini did anything in 

the United States, much less committed any tortious, let alone criminal, act here.  See Compl.  

For example, AmTrust does not allege where “Somma agreed to pay Lacchini, and Lacchini [] 

agreed to receive from Somma, a bribe to ensure a favorable outcome . . . in the two 

Arbitrations.”  See Compl. ¶ 62.  Likewise, the conversations that AmTrust’s private 

investigators allegedly had with Somma and Lacchini both occurred in Italy.  Compl. ¶¶ 86, 91.  
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And the costs and expenses incurred in the Italian arbitrations were incurred and paid in Italy for 

work done in Italy by an Italian arbitrator and concerning Italian arbitrations.  

 AmTrust alleges that the purported scheme between Somma and Lacchini constitutes a 

pattern of racketeering under RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).  Compl. ¶¶ 97-112.  AmTrust alleges 

that each of the arbitrations Lacchini oversaw is a distinct RICO enterprise.  Compl. ¶ 102.  

While AmTrust alleges that Lacchini and Somma participated in the enterprise from October 

2014 through March 2016 (Compl. ¶ 101), it concedes that Lacchini was only appointed to the 

arbitrations in February and March 2015 (Compl. ¶¶ 60-61).   

 The only predicate act specifically alleged against Lacchini is “solicit[ing] or agree[ing] 

to accept a benefit from Somma” in excess of $250 to influence Lacchni’s conduct in the 

arbitrations.  Compl. ¶ 107(b).  No specifics are provided as to this alleged bribe other than that it 

occurred “[i]n or after approximately February 2015.”  See id.   

 AmTrust additionally alleges that “Somma and Lacchini sent or caused to be sent” 

certain procedural orders of the arbitration panels.  Compl. ¶¶ 108(e), (g), (m), (r), (s), (w); 

109(c), (e), (j)-(l), (n), (o).  AmTrust does not allege the content of any of these communications, 

how they were supposedly false, or whether it was Somma or Lacchini who “sent or caused 

[them] to be sent.”  See id. (emphasis added).  Certain of these supposed predicate acts were sent 

in an arbitration to which AmTrust was not even a party.  Compare Compl. ¶ 109(c), (e), (j)-(l), 

(n), (o) (alleging predicate acts in TRI arbitration), with id. ¶ 56 (conceding that TRI arbitration 

initiated against ATEL).  AmTrust alleges that its injury is “the costs and expenses incurred in 
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the TRG Arbitration” and alleged reputational injury “inflicted by Defendants’ efforts to drive 

down AmTrust’s stock price.”2  Compl. ¶ 111. 

 AmTrust also alleges a RICO conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) based on the same 

purported conduct and alleging the same supposed injury as its substantive RICO claim.  See 

Compl. ¶¶ 113-121. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Court lacks personal jurisdiction over Lacchini. 

 “Upon motion, a court is obligated to dismiss an action against a defendant over which it 

has no personal jurisdiction.”  Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. M/V MSC INSA, No. 03 Civ. 2196(SAS), 

2003 WL 22990090, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 18, 2003).  “To avoid dismissal for lack of personal 

jurisdiction under Rule 12(b)(2), a plaintiff has the burden of establishing personal jurisdiction 

over the defendant.”  Indelible Media Corp. v. Meat and Potatoes, Inc., No. 12-CV-0978(GBD), 

2012 WL 3893523, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 7, 2012) (citing Thomas v. Ashcroft, 470 F.3d 491 (2d 

Cir. 2006)).  “[C]onclusory allegations lacking factual specificity do not satisfy this burden.”  

RSM Prod. Corp. v. Fridman, 643 F. Supp. 2d 382, 393 (S.D.N.Y. 2009), aff’d 387 Fed. App’x 

72 (2d Cir. 2010).  Further, “[a] court considering a motion to dismiss for lack of personal 

jurisdiction may consider all pertinent documentation submitted by the parties because such a 

motion is inherently a matter requiring the resolution of factual issues outside of the pleadings.”  

Indelible Media Corp., 2012 WL 3893523, at *3 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

                                                 
2  Although the Complaint alleges that Somma undertook certain actions to “exert 

downward pressure on AmTrust’s publicly-traded stock, as a means to further pressure 

AmTrust” (Compl. ¶¶ 70-73), Lacchini is not alleged to have had any involvement in those acts 

(see Compl.). 
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“New York Law governs personal jurisdiction over nondomiciliaries in a diversity action 

brought in a [federal] district court sitting in New York.”  Mirman v. Feiner, 900 F. Supp. 2d 

305, 311 (E.D.N.Y. 2012).  “Under New York law, there are two bases for personal jurisdiction 

over out-of-state defendants: (1) general jurisdiction pursuant to C.P.L.R. § 301, and (2) long-

arm jurisdiction pursuant to C.P.L.R. § 302.”  Foundry, A Print Comm’ns Co. v. Trade Secret 

Web Printing, Inc., No. 11 Civ. 9553, 2012 WL 3031149, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. July 25, 2012).   

AmTrust fails to allege any New York contacts or conduct sufficient to vest the Court 

with general jurisdiction or specific jurisdiction under the long-arm statute.3  Consequently, the 

Complaint must be dismissed. 

A. There is no general jurisdiction over Lacchini. 

Under CPLR 301, an individual is subject to personal jurisdiction if he is domiciled, 

served with process, or permanently and continuously “doing business” in New York.  See CPLR 

301.  Lacchini is domiciled in Italy, where he was served in connection with this case.  Compl. ¶ 

10; Lacchini Decl. ¶¶ 4-5, 3.  AmTrust does not allege that Lacchini does any business in New 

York, let alone allege business activities in New York sufficient to render him subject to general 

jurisdiction in New York.  See Compl.  Accordingly, CPLR 301 is inapplicable and cannot 

confer general jurisdiction here. 

                                                 
3  AmTrust’s RICO claims against Lacchini provide no additional basis for the exercise of 

jurisdiction over him.  While 18 U.S.C. § 1965(b) provides for nationwide service “when it is 

shown that the ends of justice [so] require,” that provision by its own terms applies only to 

“other parties residing in any other district” of the United States.  See 18 U.S.C. 1965(b) 

(emphasis added); see also Elsevier, Inc. v. Grossman, 77 F. Supp. 3d 331, 343 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) 

(“[A] district court relying on § 1965 may only exert this jurisdictional pull over defendants 

‘residing in any other district,’ 18 U.S.C. 1965(b), not foreign defendants.”).  Accordingly, 

“[p]laintiffs asserting RICO claims against foreign defendants must rely on the long-arm statute 

of the state in which they filed suit.”  Id. 
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B. There is no specific jurisdiction over Lacchini under the long-arm statute. 

The Complaint also fails to allege any basis for personal jurisdiction under New York’s 

long-arm statute, CPLR 302.  To exercise jurisdiction under CPLR 302, the cause of action must 

be related to one of four enumerated acts by the defendant: (1) the transaction of business in New 

York or contracting anywhere to supply goods or services in New York; (2) the commission of a 

tortious act within New York; (3) the commission of a tortious act outside New York causing 

injury to a person or property in New York; or (4) the ownership, use, or possession of real 

property in New York.  CPLR 302(a).  None of these bases exists to make the exercise of 

jurisdiction over Lacchini proper. 

1. Lacchini does not conduct business in New York; nor did he 

contract  to render services in New York (CPLR 302(a)(1)). 

 To establish jurisdiction under § 302(a)(1), a plaintiff must show that a foreign defendant 

“transact[ed] any business within the state” and that the cause of action “arise[s] from” the 

transaction.  Best Van Lines, Inc. v. Walker, 490 F.3d 239, 248 (2d Cir. 2007).  “[T]ransacting 

business” is defined as “some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the 

privilege of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the benefits and 

protections of its laws.”  Id. at 246.    

 AmTrust does not even conclusorily allege that Lacchini has transacted business or 

contracted to render services in New York.  See Compl.  Rather, AmTrust’s allegations against 

Lacchini involve his work in Italy, where Lacchini chaired the arbitrations (Compl. ¶¶ 60-61), 

and is alleged to have conspired with Somma (Compl. ¶ 62).  AmTrust’s only allegations 

involving both Lacchini and New York concern Lacchini’s alleged involvement in sending (or 

“causing to be sent”) by email certain procedural orders of the arbitration panels from Italy to 
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AmTrust (presumably) in New York.  See Compl. ¶¶ 108(e), (g), (m), (r), (s), (w); 109(c), (e), 

(j)-(l), (n), (o).   

 Those limited contacts fail to establish jurisdiction because “New York courts have 

consistently declined to sustain § 302(a)(1) jurisdiction solely on the basis of defendant’s 

communication from another locale with a party in New York.”  Indelible Media Corp., 2012 

WL 3893523, at *4; see also Mirman, 900 F. Supp. 2d at 314 (finding no personal jurisdiction 

over foreign lawyer where he did not perform any services in New York, entered into an 

agreement with plaintiff by correspondence from outside New York, and “conducted all of the 

business related to th[e] action while physically [outside the state]”).  Rather, “communications 

confer jurisdiction over a defendant only if, through them, the defendant projects [himself] into 

New York events and can be said to have engaged in extensive purposeful activity in New 

York.”  Bissonnette v. Podlaski, 138 F. Supp. 3d 616, 624 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (finding no long-arm 

jurisdiction where “the conduct at issue [wa]s the provision of legal services . . . from outside of 

New York”). 

 Because AmTrust wholly fails to allege—and cannot show—that Lacchini transacts 

business or contracted to render services in New York, CPLR 302(a)(1) provides no basis to 

exercise jurisdiction over Lacchini. 

2. Lacchini did not commit a tort within New York (CPLR 302(a)(2)). 

 Section 302(a)(2) provides that a court may exercise long-arm jurisdiction over a non-

domiciliary “who in person or through an agent . . . commits a tortious act within the state.”  

CPLR 302(a)2).  “Jurisdiction under CPLR § 302(a)(2) will not be found where the plaintiff 

‘fail[s] to allege that [defendant] or his agents committed a tortious act [while physically present 

in New York . . . .”  Byun v. Amuro, No. 10 Civ. 5417(DAB), 2011 WL 10895122, *3-4 

(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 6, 2011) (alterations in original).  AmTrust does not allege that Lacchini was 
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ever present in New York, let alone that he did anything relevant here or committed a tortious act 

within the State.  See Compl.; Lacchini Decl. ¶ 16.  Accordingly, CPLR 302(a)(2) is inapplicable 

and cannot confer jurisdiction over Lacchini. 

3. Lacchini did not commit a tort outside New York 

causing injury within New York (CPLR 302(a)(3)). 

 “Jurisdiction pursuant to § 302(a)(3)(ii) is predicated on five elements: (1) [t]he 

defendant committed a tortious act outside the state; (2) the cause of action arose from that act; 

(3) the act caused injury to a person or property within the state; (4) the defendant expected or 

should reasonably have expected the act to have consequences in the state; (5) the defendant 

derives substantial revenue from interstate or international commerce.”  Indelible Media Corp., 

2012 WL 3893523, at *5.  Although Lacchini vehemently denies committing any tort or that 

AmTrust’s purported causes of action arose from any such wrong, for purposes of this point, he 

limits his response to the three factors AmTrust plainly fails to plead and cannot show: (1) that 

AmTrust was injured in New York; (2) that Lacchini expected or reasonably should have 

expected his actions to have consequences in New York; and (3) that Lacchini derives substantial 

revenue from interstate or international commerce. 

In a case analogous to this one, the Northern District of Texas rejected the assertion of 

jurisdiction over a non-resident arbitrator who was alleged to have conspired with his co-

defendants against the plaintiff.  Weinberg v. National Football League Players Ass’n, Civ. No. 

3:06-CV-2332, 2008 WL 4808920, at *6 (N.D. Tex. Nov. 5, 2008).  There, as here, the 

arbitrator’s only alleged forum contacts were his communications with the in-forum plaintiff 

concerning the arbitration in which he was designated to serve as arbitrator.  Id. at *5.  In 

rejecting the assertion of jurisdiction, the Texas court concluded that “[n]one of these sparse 

communications can be characterized as anything more than the result of the fortuity that [the 
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plaintiff] happened to reside in Texas and that [the arbitrator] therefore had to communicate with 

him there.”  Id. at *5.   

Legal malpractice cases further confirm that Lacchini cannot be subject to jurisdiction in 

New York.  In that context, New York courts routinely reject the assertion of jurisdiction over 

non-forum attorneys for legal malpractice committed outside of New York.  See Bissonnette, 138 

F. Supp. 3d at 627 (finding no personal jurisdiction where “Plaintiff allege[d] no facts to 

demonstrate that Defendants aimed any of their business or legal activities at consumers in New 

York or otherwise purposefully availed themselves of the privilege of this state’s laws, such that 

they should have expected to be haled into court within the state”); Eastboro Found. Charitable 

Trust v. Penzer, 950 F. Supp. 2d 648, 655 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (no personal jurisdiction over out-of-

state lawyer on malpractice, conversion, and embezzlement claims); Pisani v. Diener, No. 07 

Civ. 5118, 2009 WL 749893, at *6 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 17, 2009) (no personal jurisdiction over 

various Florida lawyers who had no New York contacts on claims alleging legal malpractice and 

fraud in Florida judicial proceedings).4  The law is clear that without extensive purposeful 

direction of a defendant’s activities at the forum state, there can be no exercise of personal 

jurisdiction. 

                                                 
4  See also U.S. Mexican Dev. Corp. v. Condor, No. 91 CIV. 5925, 1992 WL 27179, at *2 

(S.D.N.Y. Feb. 5, 1992) (out-of-state attorney’s failure to interpose special appearance in Texas 

insufficient to support personal jurisdiction despite effects allegedly felt by plaintiff in New 

York); Weiss v. Greenberg, Traurig, Askew, Hoffman, Lipoff, Quentel & Wolff, P.A., 446 

N.Y.S.2d 447, 449 (3d Dep’t 1981) (no jurisdiction over Florida law firm, despite lawyers’ 

related travel to New York, because “pecuniary diminution” in New York insufficient to confer 

jurisdiction); Greco v. Ulmer & Berne LLP, 879 N.Y.S.2d 885, 896-97 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2009) (no 

personal jurisdiction over out-of-state law firm that did not solicit business in New York where 

malpractice allegedly occurred out of state). 
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a. AmTrust fails to plead an injury in New York. 

 Essential to CPLR 302(a)(3) jurisdiction is that the plaintiff suffer an injury in New York.  

AmTrust fails to plead an injury under New York law for two reasons.  First, the site of its 

purported injury is Italy, where the tort was supposedly committed.  Second, AmTrust’s only 

purported New York damages are economic, which are insufficient to confer jurisdiction under § 

302(a)(3) 

 “[C]ourts determining whether there is an injury in New York sufficient to warrant § 

302(a)(3) jurisdiction must generally apply a situs-of-injury test, which asks them to locate the 

‘original event which caused the injury’ . . . .”  Penzer, 950 F. Supp. 2d at 664 (quoting Whitaker 

v. Am. Telecasting, Inc., 261 F.3d 196, 209 (2d Cir. 2001)).  “[T]he situs of the injury is the 

location of the original event which caused the injury, not the location where the resultant 

damages are felt by the plaintiff.”  Id.  “In the [event] of a commercial, nonphysical tort such as 

this, the [s]ite of the injury is where the critical events associated with the dispute took place.”  

Condor, 1992 WL 27179, at *2 (concluding that the place of injury was Texas, where the legal 

malpractice allegedly occurred).  Here, the site of any purported injury to AmTrust would be 

Italy, where all acts relating to the Italian arbitrations occurred.  Thus, AmTrust was not injured 

in New York for the purposes of CPLR 302(a)(3). 

 AmTrust also fails to establish jurisdiction under 302(a)(3) because any injury it suffered 

was economic, and“[i]t is settled New York law that the suffering of economic damages in New 

York is insufficient, alone, to establish a ‘direct’ injury in New York for N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 

302(a)(3) purposes,” Penguin Group (USA) Inc. v. American Buddha, 609 F.3d 30, 38 (2d Cir. 

2010).   
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 AmTrust alleges that its damages are “the costs and expenses incurred in participating in 

the TRG Arbitration,” which it alleges to be $471,000.5  Compl. ¶¶ 111, 96.  Although AmTrust 

vaguely references “reputational injury inflicted by Defendants’ efforts to drive down AmTrust’s 

stock price,” (Compl. ¶¶ 111, 120), all of those allegations relate to conduct by Somma, not 

Lacchini (see Compl. ¶¶ 70 (“Somma also used the July Orders to attempt to exert downward 

pressure on AmTrust’s publicly-traded stock, as a means to further pressure AmTrust in relation 

to the Arbitrations.”); see also 108(b), (c), (h)).  In any event, diminution of AmTrust’s stock 

price would also be economic damage insufficient to confer jurisdiction in New York.  Thus, 

even assuming the truth of the Complaint for the purposes of this motion, “the original event 

which caused the injury” was in Italy, not New York.  See Penzer, 950 F. Supp. 2d at 664. 

b. AmTrust fails to plead Lacchini’s expectation of damage or 

that Lacchini derives substantial international revenue. 

 AmTrust also fails to allege that Lacchini expected or reasonably should have expected 

his actions to have consequences in New York.  See Penzer, 950 F. Supp. 2d at 655 (“Nor has 

[plaintiff] submitted any evidence that [defendant] expected his actions in New Jersey to have 

consequences in New York.”).  Nor does AmTrust allege that Lacchini derives substantial 

revenue from interstate or international commerce.  See Compl.  To the contrary, the Lacchini 

                                                 
5  Although AmTrust seeks purported damages in the amount of the costs incurred in both 

arbitrations (Compl. ¶ 96), it was only a party to one of the arbitrations (id. at ¶ 56).  Its London-

based subsidiary declined to join this action, presumably so as not to destroy diversity.  AmTrust 

provides no basis to disregard its own corporate form and allow it to recover for injuries 

sustained by an affiliate, much less an affiliate that, upon jurisdictional challenge, abandoned a 

similar action in the U.K.  ATEL, AmTrust’s London-based subsidiary, is “a person who is 

required to be joined if feasible” because, in its absence, Lacchini is exposed “to a substantial 

risk of incurring . . . inconsistent obligations.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 19(a)(1)(B)(ii) & 19(b).  Thus, in 

equity and good conscience, this case is also subject to dismissal so as not to prejudice Lacchini 

and because AmTrust and ATEL have already availed themselves of the appropriate alternative 

forum in Italy. 
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Declaration establishes that he does not.  Lacchini Decl. ¶ 11.  Accordingly, AmTrust fails to 

plead a basis for jurisdiction under CPLR 302(a)(3).  See Pieczenik v. Dolan, No. 03 Civ. 

6336(SAS), 2003 WL 23095553, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 30, 2003) (dismissing RICO claim 

against foreign defendant for lack of jurisdiction where, as here, “[plaintiff] fails adequately to 

allege that the [defendant] regularly does or solicits business in New York or derives substantial 

revenue from interstate or international commerce”). 

4. Lacchini does not own, use, or possess 

real property in New York (CPLR 302(a)(4)). 

 “Section 302(a)(4) provides for personal jurisdiction over a non-domiciliary who ‘owns, 

uses or possesses any real property situated within the State.’”  Faherty v. Spice Entm’t, Inc., No. 

04 Civ. 2826(RWS), 2005 WL 2036018, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 23, 2005) (quoting N.Y. CPLR 

302(a)(4)).  Lacchini does not own any real property in New York (see Compl.; Lacchini Decl. ¶ 

7), and thus “this section of New York’s long-arm statute is inapplicable and cannot confer 

personal jurisdiction to the Court in this matter,” see Faherty, 2005 WL 2036018, at *8. 

C. Exercising jurisdiction over Lacchini would violate due process. 

Even if AmTrust could establish a statutory basis for personal jurisdiction over 

Lacchini—and it cannot—the exercise of jurisdiction over Lacchini must still comport with due 

process.  See Licci ex rel. Licci v. Lebanese Canadian Bank, SAL, 673 F.3d 50, 60 (2d Cir. 

2012).  Courts use a two-step inquiry to assess constitutional compliance.  Pearson Educ., Inc. v. 

Shi, 525 F. Supp. 2d 551, 557 (S.D.N.Y. 2007).  First, courts must determine whether a 

defendant has “minimum contacts” with New York such that he has “purposefully avail[ed] 

[himself] of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum State” in a way “that he 

should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there.”  Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 

U.S. 462, 474-75 (1985).  Second, courts must determine whether the exercise of jurisdiction is 
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reasonable under the circumstances so as “not [to] offend traditional notions of fair play and 

substantial justice.”  Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 923 

(2011).  As the Supreme Court recently reaffirmed, “[d]ue process requires that a defendant be 

haled into court in a forum State based on his own affiliation with the State, not based on the 

random, fortuitous, or attenuated contacts he makes by interacting with other persons affiliated 

with the State.”  Walden v. Fiore, 134 S. Ct. 1115, 1123 (2014) (internal quotation marks 

omitted).   

There is no allegation that Lacchini availed himself of the privilege of conducting 

activities in New York.  See Compl.  To the contrary, the only New York contacts alleged 

against Lacchini are emails purportedly sent by Lacchini (or “caused to be sent by” him) from 

Italy that AmTrust (presumably) received in New York.  See Compl. ¶¶ 108(e), (g), (m), (r), (s), 

(w); 109(c), (e), (j)-(l), (n), (o).6  Those contacts are plainly insufficient.  See Wego Chem. & 

Mineral Corp. v. Magnablend, Inc., 945 F. Supp. 2d  377, 386 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) (“Given that 

[defendant] has no apparent connection to New York other than [a] handful of electronic 

communications . . . the Due Process Clause of the Constitution prohibits the exercise of 

personal jurisdiction over [the defendant] in this case.”).  Thus, the exercise of jurisdiction over 

Lacchini would be constitutionally impermissible here. 

                                                 
6  Notably, for each of these allegations, AmTrust alleges that “Somma and Lacchini sent or 

caused to be sent” the procedural orders, without specifying the particulars of Lacchini’s 

involvement.  Such impermissible group pleading is particularly inappropriate here, 

where Somma is no longer a party to this action.  See In re Terrorist Attacks on Sept. 11, 

2001, 718 F. Supp. 2d 456, 469 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“Each defendant’s contacts with the 

forum [] must be assessed individually.” (quoting Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 790 

(1984)).   
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D. Jurisdictional discovery is not warranted. 

Nor is AmTrust entitled to jurisdictional discovery to attempt to salvage its Complaint or 

to further burden and harass Lacchini.  Lacchini has twice now been forced to answer legal 

proceedings in foreign forums with which he has no connection.  See Declaration of Abdul 

Samad dated August 9, 2016.  And the Complaint makes clear that the Italian courts are a 

suitable forum in which AmTrust can seek relief.7  Furthermore, the Complaint fails to make 

even prima facie allegations of jurisdiction.  To the contrary, the accompanying Lacchini 

Declaration establishes that Lacchini has no New York contacts that could give rise to 

jurisdiction.  “Whatever speculations or hopes plaintiff may have that further connections to New 

York will come to light in discovery, plaintiff has not provided sufficient facts to establish the 

jurisdiction that is a prerequisite to any such discovery.”  Neewra, Inc. v. Manakh Al Khaleej 

Gen. Trading & Contracting Co., No. 03 Civ. 2936(MBM), 2004 WL 1620874, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. 

July 20, 2004); see also Bissonnette, 138 F. Supp. 3d at 629 (declining to grant leave to amend 

where plaintiff failed to give “any indication that he is in possession of facts that would cure” the 

jurisdictional infirmities).  Accordingly, the Complaint should be dismissed for lack of 

jurisdiction. 

II. The case is ripe for dismissal for forum non conveniens 

 Even if the Court determined that it could exercise personal jurisdiction over Lacchini, 

dismissal would still be warranted here on the grounds of forum non conveniens.  This Court is 

plainly an inconvenient and inappropriate forum for the resolution of an inherently Italian 

                                                 
7  See Compl. ¶¶ 49 (Italian criminal court froze most assets of Somma-controlled 

companies, which order was upheld); 51 (Court of Milan ordered Somma-controlled company to 

deposit €18 million it had collected on behalf of ATEL into judicially seized accounts, which 

order was upheld).   
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dispute.  Indeed, all of the acts supposedly underlying AmTrust’s claims occurred in Italy—

which is also where all supposed witnesses and evidence are located.   

 Forum non conveniens dismissal is appropriate where “an adequate alternative forum 

exists” to conduct the litigation “elsewhere against all defendants.”  Jota v. Texaco, Inc., 157 

F.3d 153, 159-60 (2d Cir. 1998).  Notably, “[a]n alternate forum is adequate if the defendants are 

amenable to service of process there, and if it permits litigation of the subject matter of the 

dispute.”  Flynn v. Nat’l Asset Mgmt. Agency, 42 F. Supp. 3d 527, 537 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) 

(dismissing RICO claims asserted against foreign defendants on basis of forum non conveniens).  

Indeed, with respect to RICO claims, the Second Circuit has expressly noted that “‘most foreign 

jurisdictions provide alternative legal actions to address the wrongdoing encompassed by civil 

RICO.’”  Id. (quoting PT United Can. Co. v. Crown Cork & Seal Co., 138 F.3d 65, 74 (2d Cir. 

1998) (noting that the district court did not abuse its discretion in dismissing RICO claim on 

forum non conveniens grounds where plaintiff could challenge same underlying conduct through 

a fraud claim in another forum)); see also Norex Petroleum Ltd. v. Access Industries, Inc., 416 

F.3d 146, 158 (2d Cir. 2005).  There can be no dispute here that Italy is an appropriate alternative 

forum because Lacchini is an Italian citizen and resident within the jurisdiction of the Italian 

courts. 

 Where an adequate alternative forum exists, courts weigh both private and public 

interests in determining the appropriateness of dismissal.  Private interests include “the relative 

ease of access to sources of proof; availability of compulsory process for attendance of 

unwilling, and the cost of obtaining attendance of willing, witnesses; . . . and all other practical 

problems that make trial of a case easy, expeditious and inexpensive.”  Gulf Oil Corp. v. Gilbert, 

330 U.S. 501, 508-09 (1947).  “[P]ublic interest factors involve court congestion, other forums’ 
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interests in deciding local disputes, and interests in issues of foreign law to be decided by foreign 

tribunals.”  Casio Computer Co. v. Sayo, No. 98 CV 3772, 2000 WL 1877516, at *31 (S.D.N.Y. 

Oct. 13, 2000) (dismissing RICO action against foreign defendants for forum non conveniens). 

 All factors weigh in favor of dismissal.  Indeed, the only conceivable reason to keep the 

suit in New York would be that AmTrust chose to bring it here.  But a plaintiff’s choice of forum 

is “given reduced emphasis where,” as here, “the operative facts upon which the litigation is 

brought bear little material connection to the chosen forum.”  LaSala v. UBS, AG, 510 F. Supp. 

2d 213, 224 (S.D.N.Y. 2007).  Further, AmTrust cannot seriously claim that Italy is an 

inconvenient or inappropriate forum when it agreed that any disputes arising out of its activities 

in Italy would be arbitrated there.  See Iskandar v. American Univ. of Beirut, No. 98 Civ. 6616, 

1999 WL 595651, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 9, 1999) (rejecting arguments that Lebanese judicial 

system is inadequate where plaintiff signed contract containing Lebanese forum selection 

clause).  Thus, AmTrust “can hardly claim surprise or unfairness as a result of having to litigate 

[its] claims in [Italy].”  See id.  To the contrary, AmTrust admits it and/or its affiliate has already 

sought and received relief from the Italian courts.  See supra n.7. 

III. The complaint should be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6). 

 The Complaint is also subject to dismissal because it fails to state a claim upon which 

relief may be granted. 

 “‘To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, 

accepted as true, to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’”  Sarmiento v. United 

States, 678 F.3d 147, 152 (2d Cir. 2012) (quoting Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009)).  

Courts in the Second Circuit follow a “two-pronged approach” to evaluate the sufficiency of the 

complaint.  Hayden v. Paterson, 594 F.3d 150, 161 (2d Cir. 2010).  First, the Court should 

“begin by identifying pleadings that, because they are no more than conclusions, are not entitled 
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to the assumption of truth.”  Id. (quoting Iqbal, 566 U.S. at 679).  “[T]hreadbare recitals of the 

elements of a cause of action, supported by mere conclusory statements, do not suffice.”  Harris 

v. Mills, 572 F.3d 66, 72 (2d Cir. 2009).  “At the second step, a court should determine whether 

the ‘well-pleaded factual allegations,’ assumed to be true, ‘plausibly give rise to an entitlement to 

relief.’”  Hayden, 594 F.3d at 161 (quoting Iqbal, 566 U.S. at 678-79).  Thus, to survive a motion 

to dismiss, a complaint must “plead[] factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable 

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 

662, 678 (2009). 

 The RICO claims in this case suffer from numerous fatal infirmities.  First, AmTrust’s 

RICO claims fail because RICO has no extraterritorial application where, as here, the alleged 

predicate offenses have no extraterritorial application.  Second, the Complaint fails to allege the 

supposed predicate acts with sufficient particularity under Rule 9(b).  Third, the Complaint fails 

to allege a pattern of racketeering.  Finally, AmTrust’s failure to adequately allege a substantive 

RICO violation is fatal to its RICO conspiracy claim. 

A. RICO has no extraterritorial application here. 

“It is a basic premise of our legal system that, in general, United States law governs 

domestically but does not rule the world.”  RJR Nabisco, Inc. v. European Community, 136 S.Ct. 

2090, 2100 (2016).  In RJR Nabisco, the Supreme Court recently held that RICO applied 

extraterritorially “only to the extent that the predicates alleged in a particular case themselves 

apply extraterritorially.”8  Id. at 2102.  In so holding, the Court “emphasize[d] the important 

                                                 
8  RJR Nabisco also held that RICO’s private cause of action, “[s]ection 1964(c)[,] requires 

a civil RICO plaintiff to allege and prove a domestic injury to business or property and does not 

allow recovery for foreign injuries.”  136 S.Ct. at 2111.  As noted earlier, the only injuries 

alleged as against Lacchini would have occurred, if at all, in Italy.  See supra Section 1(B)(3)(a).  
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limitation that foreign conduct must violate a predicate statute that manifests an unmistakable 

intent to apply extraterritorially.”  Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Neither of the two predicate offenses alleged against Lacchini has extraterritorial 

application.  As Lacchini’s purported predicate offenses, the Complaint alleges wire fraud (18 

U.S.C. § 1343) and commercial bribe receiving in the first degree (New York Penal Law § 

180.08).  Compl. ¶ 105.  The Second Circuit has squarely held that the wire fraud statute, 18 

U.S.C. § 1343, has no extraterritorial application.  Petroleos Mexicanos v. SK Engineering & 

Const. Co., 572 Fed. App’x 60, 61 (2d Cir. 2014) (“[W]ire fraud cannot serve as [] an 

extraterritorial [RICO] predicate.”).  Nor can AmTrust plausibly argue that New York Penal Law 

§ 180.08 applies to a bribe allegedly made and accepted in Italy.  See People v. McLaughlin, 606 

N.E.2d 1357, 1359 (N.Y. 1992) (“The general rule in New York is that, for the State to have 

criminal jurisdiction, either the alleged conduct or some consequence of it must have occurred 

within the State . . . . Because the State only has power to enact and enforce criminal laws within 

its territorial borders, there can be no criminal offense unless it has territorial jurisdiction.”); see 

also CPL 20.20. 

Because AmTrust fails to allege any predicate offenses “manifest[ing] an unmistakable 

congressional intent to apply extraterritorially,” RICO has no extraterritorial application here and 

the Complaint must be dismissed.  See RJR Nabisco, 136 S.Ct. at 2102.   

B. AmTrust fails to allege fraud with the required particularity. 

The only predicate acts specifically alleged as against Lacchini involve certain emails 

concerning the arbitrations that were allegedly sent to AmTrust.  Where a RICO complaint’s 

                                                 

Accordingly, under RJR Nabisco, AmTrust has no private cause of action in the United States for 

those injuries. 
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“alleged predicate acts involve mail and wire fraud, the allegations must satisfy the particularity 

requirement of Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.”  Casio Computer Co., 2000 

WL 1877516, at *14.  To adequately plead fraud with particularity, allegations of wire fraud 

“should state the contents of the communications, who was involved, where and when they took 

place, and explain why they were fraudulent.”  Mills v. Polar Molecular Corp., 12 F.3d 1170, 

1176 (2d Cir. 1993). 

The Complaint fails to allege any of Lacchini’s predicate acts with particularity.  To the 

contrary, the Complaint uses group pleading and conclusorily alleges that “Somma and Lacchini 

sent or caused to be sent” certain procedural orders of the arbitral panels to AmTrust by email.  

See Compl. ¶¶ 108(e), (g), (m), (r), (s), (w); 109(c), (e), (j)-(l), (n), (o).  At a minimum, these 

vague allegations fail to “state the contents of the communications” and “why they were 

fraudulent.”  Casio Computer Co., 2000 WL 1877516, at *14.  Specificity is particularly 

important where, as here, the purported criminal enterprise—a duly appointed arbitration 

panel—is not inherently unlawful.  Indeed, where “the enterprise is engaged in a legitimate 

business” the allegations must show “that the predicate acts are the regular way of doing 

business, or that the nature of the predicate acts themselves implies a threat of continuing 

criminal activity.”  Ferri v. Berkowitz, 678 F. Supp. 2d  66, 74 (E.D.N.Y. 2009).   

Because AmTrust fails to plead the predicate offenses with particularity as required by 

Rule 9(b), the Complaint should be dismissed.  See McCoy v. Goldberg, 748 F. Supp. 146, 156 

(S.D.N.Y. 1990) (dismissing RICO claim based on wire fraud where complaint failed to “allege 

the time, place, or substance of each purported act of . . . wire fraud”). 

C. Lacchini did not engage in a pattern of racketeering activity. 

 To state a RICO claim, a plaintiff must allege either an “open-ended” pattern of 

racketeering activity (i.e., past criminal activity with a threat of future criminal conduct) or a 
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“closed-ended” pattern of racketeering activity (i.e., past criminal conduct “extending over a 

substantial period of time”).  GICC Capital Corp. v. Tech Fin. Grp., Inc., 67 F.3d 463, 466 (2d 

Cir. 1995) (citing H.J. Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co., 492 U.S. 229, 230 (1989)).  

Accordingly, “[a] RICO claim will typically fail when it relies upon a defendant’s narrowly 

directed actions toward a single fraudulent end with a limited goal lasting for a short period of 

time.”  See Casio Computer Co., 2000 WL 1877516, at *12 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

 While the Complaint does not specify whether AmTrust alleges open-ended or closed-

ended continuity, AmTrust appears to allege only closed-ended continuity.9  See Compl. ¶¶ 101 

(alleging a conduct of affairs “from on or about October 2014 through March 2016” (emphasis 

added)); ¶ 110 (alleging that purported scheme was “discovered and interrupted by AmTrust” 

(emphasis added)); ¶ 95 (admitting that the arbitrations supposedly constituting the enterprise 

have “been formally suspended by their respective tribunals” (emphasis added)).  And although 

AmTrust conclusorily alleges that the purported conspiracy lasted from “about October 2014 

through March 2016” (Compl. ¶ 101), it only alleges Lacchini’s involvement beginning in 

February 2015 (see Compl. ¶¶ 107, 60-62 (alleging Lacchini and Somma entered purported 

conspiracy at time of Lacchini’s appointment as arbitrator in February and March 2015)).   

 Thus, at most, AmTrust alleges Lacchini’s involvement in the far-fetched enterprise for a 

period of one year.  No court in the Second Circuit has ever found such a short time period 

sufficient to satisfy the requirements of a close-ended conspiracy.  Ferri, 678 F. Supp. 2d at 74 

                                                 
9  Any attempt by AmTrust to assert open-ended continuity would fail as a matter of law.  

“[A] fraudulent scheme which targets a single business or person is deemed to be ‘inherently 

terminable,’ and thus incapable of presenting an open-ended threat of continuing criminal 

activity.”  Leung v. Law, 387 F. Supp. 2d 105, 125 (E.D.N.Y. 2005) Here, AmTrust has defined 

the RICO enterprise as the two arbitrations (Compl. ¶ 102).  The arbitrations are plainly 

“inherently terminable” and by AmTrust’s own admission have been “formally suspended” 

(Compl. ¶ 95). 
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(“The Second Circuit has noted that it has never held a period of less than two years of activity 

sufficient to satisfy the closed ended continuity requirement.”) (citing DeFalco v. Bernas, 244 

F.3d 286, 321 (2d Cir. 2001)).   

D. AmTrust’s failure to state a substantive RICO 

claim is fatal to its RICO conspiracy claim. 

 Because AmTrust has failed to state a substantive RICO violation, its 18 U.S.C. § 

1962(d) RICO conspiracy claim fails as a matter of law.  Where a substantive violation of RICO 

is not adequately alleged, a conspiracy claim under § 1962(d) is “properly dismissed.”  First 

Capital Asset Mgmt., Inc. v. Satinwood, Inc., 385 F.3d 159, 182 (2d Cir. 2004); see also Ferri, 

678 F. Supp. 2d at 77; Casio Computer Co., 2000 WL 1877516, at * 23. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, Lacchini respectfully requests that the Court dismiss 

AmTrust’s Complaint in its entirety for lack of personal jurisdiction, forum non conveniens, and 

failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 

Dated: August 9, 2016 

New York, New York   DECHERT LLP 
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